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Specifications WFS X2 Footswitch

Contact Interface Scorpion / Scorpion X2

Output 5-13V

Battery LiPo 2700mAh / 10Wh 

Charging TPS charger bay or USB-C

Radio system BLE

HMI Accelerometer, led lights, buttons

Short circuit 
protection

Yes

Dimensions 56x38x35mm

Weight 77 grams

Switch Magnetic

Charging USB-C

Radio system BLE

HMI Status led, Sound, button

Modes Hold or Toggle

Dimensions Ø98x25mm

Weight 160 grams

Specifications X2 Powerpack

Made In Sweden
 Pat. Pending

Powerpack & Footswitch X2
The X2 Powerpack is a stand-alone power supply for 
Scorpion, upgraded with buttons and status lights to run 
with or without the TPS main unit. Can be used directly as  
it is or connected to the new X2 footswitch and / or our 
smartphone app. Several units can be paired to form a  
system that suits you. To select the Powerpack / machine 
you want to use give it a light shake and the built in  
accelerometer will activate the unit. Every change you make 
will instantly be stored in each unit and recalled when picked 
up again. The new X2 products can easily be paired to each 
other with either the buttons on the units or through the app 
for optimal overview and control of the system.

Benefits
Improved Bluetooth radio: The latest BLE technology for 
low energy consumption,  longer range and more stable 
connection.

Charging: The Powerpacks can be charged with USB-C 
from a computer or from the TPS X2 and the TPS X2  
charger bay and its USB ports. The footswitch now also 
has a USB-C with rechargeable battery.

The Powerpacks: Capacity is 2700mAh with lithium batter-
ies to handle very long sessions without changing. 
Recharges in about 90 minutes.

Improved contacts: The X2 powerpacks have more durable 
multipoint contacts for stable connection to the Scorpion 
machine.

Compatibility: The X2 products are backward compatible 
with the existing TPS products but if paired with the old 
system the app can´t be used simultaneously. (The app can´t 
be used with the old TPS products ).




